


DIRECTORôS MESSAGE 

Our pledge to the Founder Trustee Ā Prof. Alak Ghosh 
 

Though he is no more with us physically but his vision and thoughts shall always remains with us as 

guiding light and continue to guide us in our pursuit of imparting value based education to the soci-

ety. We pledge and solemnly affirm to his departed soul that the institution founded by him on  

3rd February, 2005 shall continue to grow and all the governing body members and everyone 

associated with this institution shall endeavor to see his dreams translate into making this institution 

a center for excellence. 
September 18, 1928  

to December 17, 2008 

ñEducation is the manifestation of the perfection within youò thus spoke Swami Vivekananda. Our 

institute (IITrade) provides a platform for the students who aspire to be a perfect man in the  

society. According to JRD Tata, an eminent industrialist and a legend, uttered that ñif you strive for 

perfection, you can achieve excellence.ò 

IITrade was primarily established to conduct research and to provide training and education in the field of  

international trade as a óCenter of WTO studiesô and it continues to stay near to its core-objective. We plan to introduce 

full fledged three year degree course on International Trade Management and on Intellectual Property Management. 

These courses are presently being conducted as short term diploma course but after approval of the University       

Authorities, we shall introduce them as degree courses in near future. 

The present BBA(H) is a bachelorôs degree for students who want to give an early start to their career in business 

management. We have an efficient placement cell to help students to get a job after obtaining degree with reasonably 

good percentage. We also have arrangement for educational loan and scholarship for deserving candidates. We     

assure to provide quality education through expert faculties, state of the art library facilities and infrastructure including 

central location at Sector V, a knowledge hub. 

We fervently appeal to all parents and guardians to visit us in person and through our website www.iitrade.ac.in to get 

the first hand feel about us. 

With sincere regards, 

Dr. D. R. Agarwal 



ABOUT THE INSTITUTE 

The Institute of International Trade (IITrade), Kolkata was founded in 2005 with the aim to promote awareness amongst 
corporates, policy planners, and students on the various issues relating to International Trade and Intellectual Property 

Rights. 

Into its sixth year, IITrade also offers a graduate degree course in Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) Honours, 
apart from regular certificate courses for students who are interested in the field of business management and  
entrepreneurship. Affiliated to the West Bengal University of Technology, IITrade imparts education through modern 

methods and techniques which include Audio Visual presentations, Case studies etc.  

Catering to the needs of the students, our institute also encourages individual interaction between students and faculty. 
Students are encouraged and are given the opportunity to participate in various activities such as inter college debates, 
sports, quizzes, dramatics and other such extra-curricular activities which helps students in developing their overall  

personality and character. 

IITrade also provides summer internship and placement opportunities for the brilliant students, coupled with personality 

development and grooming so that the students perform to their potential in todayôs competitive business environment. 

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 

IITrade has conducted several Executive Development Programs (EDPs) based on WTO studies providing training to 
executives. This was in collaboration with Govt. of India's EEPC India (formerly, Engineering Export Promotion Council) 
on several important topics including Foreign Trade Policy (FTP), Special Economic Zones (SEZs), Regional Trade 
Agreements (RTAs), Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) including SAFTA, Import-Export Finance, Anti-Dumping Laws and 

Foreign Exchange Management. 

CORPORATE TRAINING PROGRAM 

Several Corporate Training Programs based on International Trade, and Intellectual Property Laws including Patent, 
Trademark, Copyright etc. have been undertaken by IITrade. These are conducted for executives of various corporate 
houses, and also including those of nationalized banks, professional bodies and organisations.  In the past 6 years, 
programs have been conducted for UCO Bank, Institute of Steel Development and Growth (INSDAG), Barak Valley 

Cements Ltd., Kitply Industries Ltd., GATI Ltd., FIEO, EEPC India and Turtle Ltd. 

        

PUBLICATIONS 

IITrade published a book viz. 'A Monograph on WTO', authored by the director, Dr. D. R. Agarwal. 
The present monograph is a maiden effort of the author to give a basic understanding about WTO. 
It is about giving a general idea about the nature and status of WTO, its structure and scope, the 
decision making process, dispute resolution, different types of intellectual property rights and so 

on. 



INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

Diploma in International Trade Laws and Management (DITM) course focuses on the concerns of practicing  
International Trade professionals and new entrants, and aids in understanding factors affecting the global market-place, 
along with the entire process from a practical, customer-driven viewpoint. This is a multidisciplinary course designed to 
provide the participants an insight into International Trade with emphasis on export-import management; it is designed 

in the form of easy to grasp five modules with the help of trained and experienced faculty.  

FOR WHOM 

y Graduates who wish to seek an insight into the international business environment and industry 

y Those who are already employed in the industry and want to have additional qualifications and updated  

knowledge for a better and upward rise in the industry 

y Entrepreneurs and SMEs who wish to start new ventures with knowledge about foreign trade and finance in the 

era of globalisation 

y Those aspiring to join as Management Trainee, Manager Sales Executive, Import-Export Agents, Wholesalers, 

Freight Forwarders, and C&F Agent in organisations that have operation centers in various parts of the world 

y Those who wish to start BPO / KPO and other overseas ventures 

COURSE CONTENTS 



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

In the age of globalization, export managers facilitate the process of pursuing new, international markets and help to 
identify potential clients, establish contacts, and enable the bridging of the language and culture gap that exists across 
countries and markets. Increase in international trade has turned 'Exports' into one of the most lucrative and promising 
business activities of the world. Trade is one of the most important elements of economies world-wide, including the 

Indian Economy. 

Exporters help to bolster a country's economy by enabling an inflow of foreign exchange. This is the most important 

reason why the government provides special incentives and privileges for exporters, unlike other traders. 

 

The need for Export Managers arises for two broad functions- Marketing, and Export Documentation & Procedures. 

 

Important career opportunities in the export business are: 

y Advisory levels in - 

½ PSUs with foreign trade operations 

½ Export Promotion Councils 

½ Multi-national Companies 

½ International Trade Regulatory Bodies 

y International Business Law Professionals and 

Strategic Planners 

y Those already employed in the industry and  
seeking role rotation, or aspire to move into the 

managerial cadre 

y Those aspiring to join as Management Trainee, 
Sales Executive, Import-Export Agent, Wholesaler, 
Freight Forwarder, Product Manager, C&F Agent 

of reputed Export House 

y Start one's own export business 

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN 

Upon successful completion of the course, the candidates shall be able to take a stand on the following aspects:  

y Framework of International Trade 

y Understand & identify the challenges in today's 

International Business Scenarios  

y Understanding the roles and responsibilities of a 

International Business Manager 

y Understand the Cross culture differences and  

understand different International markets 

y Decide if they are ready to export 

y Evaluate company's export potential 

y Choose Foreign Markets 

y Select their distribution channels 

y Financing Alternatives and various Payment Methods 

y Risks related to Foreign Exchange, and Legal and 

Political Environment 

y Taxation Issues Related to Cross-border Trade 

y Leveraging Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) for Trade 

y Understand the International aspects towards  
Logistics & Supply Chain Management, International 

Marketing & Sales, International Finance  



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY  

As the global economy gradually revives from recession, intellectual property (IP) has the power to harness the true 
potential of an organization. But with the lack of awareness of competent IP identification and protection methods, small 
and medium scale Indian firms fail to compete in a global hostile environment. This is a multidisciplinary course  
designed to provide the participants an insight into Intellectual Property with emphasis on intellectual property  

management; it is designed in the form of easy to grasp five modules with the help of trained and experienced faculty.  

FOR WHOM 

y Engineers and Science Graduates can be prospective patent agents besides being the inventors 

y Students in Research Programmes can participate in the patenting of pioneering breakthroughs 

y Lawyers will be equipped to assist the client in advising on Copyrights, Trade Marks, Designs etc. 

y Chartered Accountants will find it as a value addition in valuing their clientôs intellectual property 

y Company Secretaries can be the key player by communicating the fair value of companyôs IP to stake holders. 

y Scientific Officers in R&D are always inventing and innovating, which calls for proper documentation and  
protection of the IP at stake. A chemist or an engineer may find the practice of patent and trade secret law to 

be the most rewarding way to use their professional ability 

COURSE CONTENTS 



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN 

Upon successful completion of the course, the candidates shall be able to take a stand on the following aspects: 

y Understanding various instruments of intellectual property 

y Analyse the role of World Intellectual Property Organisation and other international agenciesô in intellectual 

property  (IP) promotion and regulation 

y Importance of various IP and various agreements in global business environment 

y The link between intellectual property and the corporate world 

y Understand and interpret various types of IP laws in context with the Indian business scenario 

y Effectively execute filing and application procedures of various types of IP 

y Technically validate and answer to various claims, appeals, oppositions etc 

y Master due diligence techniques while dealing in legal matters 

y Gain competitive edge over various areas of IP management 

Classroom Learning - 

y The teaching material will be presented in an audio-visual format through lectures and case studies 

y Cases will be used to develop an understanding of the international context's influence on industry analysis, 
analyzing resources and capabilities, analyzing the international economy and modes of finance, and  

developing business strategies for competitive advantage. 

y The infrastructure of the classrooms would ensure that candidates are provided with a conducive and  

comfortable environment for learning and interactive participation. 

y The entire curriculum is conducted as per the leading standards of corporate hospitality. 

 

E-Learning - 

y Registered candidates are provided with a unique id and password which grants them access to the exclusive 

Knowledge Center of the Institute. 

y The Knowledge Center is the complete depository of all study-materials and presentations which are available 

to registered candidates in a user-friendly format to facilitate easy learning. 

y Candidates can interact directly with, and may also write to, the course facilitator during the tenure of the 

course. 

y This will be valid for the duration of the course during which the candidate can login as per convenience and as 

many number of times as desired. 

y In case the candidate desires to pursue the course offline, the course contents may be forwarded in the digital 
form on a CD for easy access. However, this may be subject to certain restrictions, which may be notified  

upon further query. 

METHODOLOGY 

y IP portfolio managers 

y Patent and trademark attorneys 

y Brand and product managers 

y Licensing managers 

y Technology Transfer Officers 

y R&D staff / invention contributors 

y Paralegals and Docketing 

y Patent Search and Analysis 



BACHELORS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

Over the years, methods of doing business have evolved in many ways. Traditionally managing business was a family 
affair and finance used to be under tight controls of the owner. It was the muneem who had the reins of business in his 
hand. Those were the days when words like capitalism and competition were unheard of. Gradually in the modern 
times ownership and management have become heterogeneous terms. The old muneem is now being dethroned by 

young, energetic and innovative management cadres. 

 

Management has taken a shape of systematic study and hence classified as an education. 
Commerce was the primary focus of business enterprises when more emphasis was laid   
upon finance and accounts but it is now encompassed under management studies, along with 

equally important domains of human resource, marketing, operations, systems etc. 

 

The emphasis of this course is on contemporary issues affecting business and problem    
solving, such as management of change within an increasingly dynamic environment and the 

development of business skills across organisations and sectors. 

ELIGIBILITY 

Students who have passed/ appeared class 12 with an aggregate score of at least 45% 

Successfully passed the English language in his/her Board Examination 

ADMISSION PROCESS 

Admissions will be made strictly according to the rules and procedures laid down by the West Bengal University of 
Technology (WBUT). The duly completed application form along with the demand draft of the program fees should 

reach the following address: 

 

Institute of International Trade 

Advantage Tower, 3rd Floor, EN-27, Sector V,  

Salt Lake City, Kolkata 700091, India  

PROGRAM CONTENTS 



TEACHING METHODOLOGY 

FEE STRUCTURE 

* Only at the time of Admission 
 
Payment to be made by Bank Draft in favor of 'Institute of 
International Trade' payable at Kolkata. 
 
Additional Fees: 
Examination Fees - Rs. 800 payable during each semester 

Particulars  Amount (INR) 

Course Fee (Per Semester) 25,000 

Admission Fee* 5,000 

Refundable Security Deposit* 5,000 

Total (at the time of admission) 35,000 

The methodology of instruction is learner-oriented, and the student has to be an active participant in the teachingð

learning process. A multi-channel approach is followed for instruction. It comprises a suitable mix of:  

Customised Study Material 
Improvement in quality is ensured through customized study materials because no single text book can cover the 
course content appropriately. Also these materials are designed to make the subject matter self-explanatory and easy 

to understand. 

Faculty led Personal Interactions 
Personal Interaction Programs' support the self learning study material. These sessions are conducted through out the 
year and attendance is mandatory. Schedules for these lectures are intimated during the course of the semester to 
candidates. These sessions provide opportunity for interactive education and enrich learners' knowledge by directing it 

to practice. 

Assignments  
The main purpose of assignments is to test students' comprehension and value addition from the study material they 

receive from the delivery and also to help them successfully complete the courses by providing feedback to them. 

Wi-Fi Library 
As part of the curriculum, students will have access to resources and reference material that will help them in their 

learning process. 



SCHOLARSHIP 

Types of Scholarship 

1. Merit Based Scholarship 

2. Merit-cum-Means Based Scholarship 

 

Eligibility 

y 75% Scholarship - 85% aggregate and above in 10+2 exam 

y 50% Scholarship - 75% aggregate and above in 10+2 exam 

 

These Scholarships do not include 

y Refundable Security Deposit 

y Admission Fees 

y Examination Fees 

 

Scholarship seats are limited. Candidates fulfilling the eligibility criteria should fill up the Scholarship Application and 
attest necessary documents. In absence of relevant documentation application will not be considered. Final decision of 

granting scholarship is with the Institute. 

 

To continue availing scholarship student must secure position in top 10% of the merit list. 

 

Documents to be attested with the application: 

1. One copy of passport size photograph, signed across 

2. Class X and XII mark sheet and admit card 

3. Income declaration - affidavit on non-judicial stamp paper of Rs.10/- or reve-

nue stamp of Rs.10/-and income certificate from the employer, if applicable 

4. Proof of permanent address 

 

Terms and Conditions 

 

y The scholarship is dependent on the satisfactory progress and conduct of the scholar. If at any time  
unsatisfactory performance or misconduct such as resorting to or participating in strikes, irregularity in  
attendance without the permission of the authorities concerned etc., is reported, the authority sanctioning the  

scholarship may cancel the scholarship 

y If a student is found to have obtained a scholarship by false statement, his/her scholarship will be cancelled 

y A scholar is liable to refund the scholarship amount, if during the course of the year, the studies for which the 

scholarship has been awarded, is discontinued by him/her 

y The regulations can be changed at anytime at the discretion of the Institute 

y Registered students will assist the institute in research activities 

y Applicants are to inform the concerned authority in writing of their intention to accept the terms of the  

agreement 

y Submitted documents will not be returned 

y Incomplete applications will be rejected 

Scholarship is granted 
on an annual basis and 
continuation in further 
semesters of the  
program is subject to 
consistent performance 
in examination. 



MASTERS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA) 

Masters in Business Administration is a programme open for students coming from any discipline. MBA confronts the 
students to the commercial world and its various aspects. It gives a practical exposure to people making them  
comfortable to enter the corporate world immediately after the course. It is a full time post graduate degree course 
where apart from knowledge, all pre-requisites required to be an entrepreneur or manage someone elseôs business are 

imparted to the students using ever-changing methodology to keep pace with the world. 

ELIGIBILITY 

y Graduates in any discipline under 10+2+3 system from any university 

y Candidates in their final year of graduation are also eligible to apply 

y CAT / MAT / JEMAT scores are also relevant 

y Graduates with 2 - 3 years of relevant work experience (for Executive MBA) 

POST GRADUATE PROGRAM IN MANAGEMENT (PGPM) 

The flagship program of Institute of International Trade is the Post Graduate Program in Management (PGPM). The 
rapid growth of business has thrown open the need for a very large number of middle level and senior level manage-
ment professionals in most companies. They are required to have a general management perspective with fo-
cused  domain expertise on the business they serve. For development of Expertise in specialized sector with proper 
Domain Knowledge, IITrade designed & developed the PGPM Programme with Industry Oriented Profes-

sional approach beside  Conventional MBA curriculum to Create Business Leaders for New Era.  

MBA FOR EXECUTIVES 

As the name suggests, executive MBA programs in India are meant for executives or professionals who are already 
specialists in the industry. Such executive MBA programs are designed to enhance the management and leadership 
skills of the professionals thus enabling them to move up the corporate ladder. The demand for one year full time ex-
ecutive MBA in India has gone up mainly because managers think that it is a good time to take a one year break espe-

cially in a time when economic recession is hitting the globe. 



MBA COURSE CONTENTS 

y Each semester concludes with seminars, workshops and viva-voce  on relevant topics. 

y Major is decided on the basis of subject chosen for final project . 

y Specialization in 3rd and 4th semester is available on various conventional and unconventional subjects as per  

MBA SPECIALISATION 

ADMISSION PROCESS 

The selection of students is done through a rigorous procedure, which 
consists of ð verifying their educational qualifications, group  
discussion (GD), and personal interview (PI). Admissions will be based 

on combined score of academic results, GD, and PI. 
 

The duly completed application form along with the demand draft of the 

program fees should reach the following address: 
 

Institute of International Trade 

Advantage Tower, 3rd Floor 

EN-27, Sector V, Salt Lake City 

Kolkata 700091, India 



* Only at the time of Admission 
 

Payment to be made by Bank Draft in favor of 'Institute of International Trade' payable at Kolkata. 
 

Fees includes : 
y Course Material as required during the duration of the course 
y University Fees for Registration & Examination 

FEE STRUCTURE 

Particulars  MBA PGPM MBA + PGPM Executive MBA 

Course Fee (Per Semester) 50,000 50,000 50.000 20,000 

Admission Fee* 5,000 5,000 55,000 15,000 

Refundable Security Deposit* 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Total ( at the time of admission) 60,000 60,000 110,000 40,000 

Total 210,000 210,000 260,000 100,000 

PGPM SPECIALISATION 

SCHOLARSHIP 

Upto 50% Scholarship for meritorious students. 



FACULTY 

Name Qualification Areas of Specialisation 

Dr. D. R. Agarwal B.Com, LLB, FCA, Ph.D 
WTO, Intellectual Property Rights & 

Taxation 

Dr. Somasri Mukhopadhyay M.Sc, M.Phil, Ph.D International Trade & Economics 

Dr. Pankaj Roy M.Com, Ph.D (Mgt) Finance and Management 

Prof. Suman Mukherjee M.A, Ph.D., FIMA 
Economics, Entrepreneurship and 

Small Business Management 

Mr. A. N. Singh MBA (XLRI) Business Management & Soft Skills 

Mr. Rupnarayan Bose 

Member, Finance and Taxation Sub-

committee 2010-2011 of the CII 

(Eastern Region) 

International Banking 

Mr. Kanchan Kr. Mukherjee M.A (Economics), CAIIB Banking & Finance 

Mr. Ravi Kumar MBA (London Business School) Soft Skills & International Business 

Mr. Gautam Das Gupta MBA (IISWBM) Finance & Accounts 

Mr. Jayanta Kr. Ghosh B.E, PGDM (IIMB) Marketing & International Business 

Mr. Saptarshi Banerjee Economics (St. Xaviers) Economics, Logistics & Supply Chain 

Mr. Shezan Hatif B.Sc, MBA Mathematics & Statistics 

Ms. Ushasi Banerjee M.Sc (Psychology) Psychology 

Prof. Raj Kumar Narayan MBA, MCA, B.Sc (Mathematics), SAP Business Law & ERP 

Mr. Asit Sarma Sarkar MBM, LLB, B.Sc Marketing Management 

Mr. Anupam Karmakar MBA, MCA Information Technology 

Mr. Gautam Dutta Gupta MBA Business Economics and Environment 

Mr. Arun Agarwal Chartered Accountant Finance, Accountancy & Taxation 

Mr. Kamal Somani Chartered Accountant Banking & Finance 

Dr. Partha Sarathi Pal M.Tech, Ph.D Intellectual Property Rights 



EXAMINATION PROCESS 

 

HOW TO PAY 

Tuition fees may be paid either directly to the Institute by cash, or bankers / demand draft or telegraphic / bank transfer. 

 

Cash: Payments in cash need to be made by visiting the Institute in person 

Bankers / Demand Draft: Bankers drafts should be made payable to Institute of  
International Trade payable at Kolkata, and be sent by courier or registered post to 

ensure security, along with a signed copy of the Application Form. 

Telegraphic / Bank Transfer: It is secure, quick and straightforward process. While 
sending funds by bank transfer, the sending bank will require the Institute of  

International Trade bank details, which may be provided on request. 

Paying fees in installments: If a tuition fee is paid in installments, it adds Rs.2,000 to 
the cost of one semester (six months) of study, so a semester of an undergraduate 

programme will cost Rs.27,000 instead of Rs.25,000. 

 



EDUCATION LOAN 

IITrade has worked out a Customized Education Loan Scheme with HDFC Bank in order to encourage students to  
pursue the programs. The Scheme is innovatively designed to enable students to spread out the repayment over a  

period of up to 12, 24 or 36 months. The details of the loan are as mentioned below. 

 

The following are the salient features of the education loan: 

1. Loan amount covering the entire course fee for the 2/3 years' course     

2. Easy Documentation 

3. Priority and Personalized Services-HDFC's Sales Managers will collect the documents from your door-step and 

ensure priority processing 

4. Students belonging to agricultural and low income families have to meet only the minimum criteria to avail the 

education loan 

5. Extended moratorium period of 12 months, with maximum loan tenor of 36 months 

6. Easy Repayment option for full time courses 

7. ZERO Collateral 

8. Preferential Interest Rate - 13% with zero PF 

9. Draft will be issued from the candidate's account in HDFC bank in favor of IITrade for every installment 

10. Student, along with parents and spouse, is eligible for Tax Benefits under Section 80E of the Income Tax Act, 

1961. There is no cap on the interest rebate under the Act 

PLACEMENT CELL 

Students are encouraged to work during their free time. Part-time employment in the big corporates, IT sector,  
marketing agencies, HR firms etc. of Sector V provide students with valuable commercial experience relevant to their 

studies. And it often leads to full time employment on completion of the course. 

 

Part-time work and vacation work can 
also provide the opportunity for a student 
to be largely financially independent if 

they wish. 

 

So as to ensure that students who wish to 
find work are able to do so the College 
runs a Placement Cell, with full time staff 
who are employed to find work for  
students, provide references, advise on 
employment issues etc. This service is 
provided by the College completely free 
of charge. The only condition is that    
students who use the Placement Cell  
service must be attending their classes 

regularly. 



RESOURCE CENTER 

The IITrade Resource Centre offers a variety of services to support faculty teaching and student learning. The  
Resource Centre supports and enriches learning, teaching, and research at IITrade. The books are issued to the  
students on production of their library cards and the identity card as per the library rules. In addition, reference facility is 
also available throughout the day. 
 
The Reading Room 
The library has necessary infrastructure for its use as a reading room. The Institute subscribes to major national dailies, 
local newspapers, weeklies and magazines. These are readily available for the use of the students. Newspapers are 
available at the separate newspaper stand; magazines and weeklies are available against production of their identity 
cards. 
 
Reference Section 
The Institute has introduced the system of open access where the students are allowed to enter the reference section 
and choose the books for themselves.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Library offers: 

1. Direct access points for students, faculty, staff and community members. 
2. Easy access to specialty journals, newspapers, international magazines (Harvard Business Review, The  

Economist, TIME, Forbes etc.). 
3. Easy access to research support. Students can start with a list of reputable websites to get your research  

kick-started. 
4. Direct access to Educational YouTube and Google Scholar. 
5. Opportunity to get started on complicated assignments and become an efficient researcher 
6. Opportunity to learn advanced computing skills, access to webmail, and many features of MS Office Suites. 
7. Links to online study resources. 



Prof. Shyamal Banerjee, Chairman 
Former President, Institute of Cost & Works Accountants 
of India.  

Dr. K. M. Bhattacharya, Vice-Chairman 
Former Managing Director, Bank of Rajasthan Ltd. 

Prof. Fr. Felix Raj 
Principal ï St. Xaviers College, Kolkata. 

Mr. Biswajit Choudhuri 
Former Chairman, United Bank of India  

Dr. D. R. Agarwal, Director 
Chartered Accountant. 

Mr. B. Raj Bhandari 
Former Principal Advisor, International Trade Center,  
UNCTAD/ WTO Geneva, Switzerland. 

Mr. U.P. Singh 
Former Chairman, Income Tax Settlement Commission 

Mr. P. K. Paul 
Former MD, SAIL Durgapur 

Prof. N. L. Mitra 
Former Vice-Chancellor of National Law University,  
Bangalore and Jodhpur 

Mr. Dipankar Chatterjee 
Chartered Accountant and Former Chairman,  
CII (Eastern Zone). 

Mr. B. K. Keayla 
Convener, National Working Group on Patents Laws, 
New Delhi. 

Prof. Dilip Halder 
Former Head, Department of Economics,  
Jadavpur University, Kolkata 

Mr. Sanat Kr. Datta 
Chartered Accountant, Former Director, UCO Bank Ltd. 

Prof. D. K. Madaan 
M.A., Ph.D., Principal of Punjabi University 

Dr. Somashri Mukhopadhya 
Faculty, Alphia Institute of Business Management, 
ICFAI, Kolkata. 

Prof. Sudipti Banerjee 
Professor and Former Head, Dept. Of Commerce, 
Calcutta University. 

Dr. R. K. Sen 
Professor of Economics, Rabindra Bharati University,  
Former President - Indian Economic Association. 

Dr. Jayanta Lahiri,  
Advocate, Ph. D. (Law), Former IAS officer 

Mr. B.L. Chandak 
Vice President - Corporate Finance, RPG Enterprises. 

Mr. Sombrata Dutta 
Chartered Accountant, Former Chairman, EIRC of ICAI. 

Dr. T.K. Bhaumik 
Chief Economic Advisor, Reliance Group. 

Dr. P. C. Chakraborty 
Former Technical Member, Intellectual Property Appellate 
Board, and Former Head, Patent Office, Kolkata 

Dr. Dineshwar Singh 
Ex. Director, Reserve Bank of India, Dept. of Economic 
Analysis and Policy, Mumbai. 

Dr. Biswajit Chatterjee 
Professor of Economics, and Dean - Faculty of Arts, 
Jadavpur University 

GOVERNING BODY 

ADVISORY COUNCIL 



REFLECTION OF ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS 

Workshop on óIntellectual Property Rightsô  

held on 12th October 2007 

Seminar on óRoad to Hong Kong, 6th Ministerial  

Conference of WTOô held on 8th Aug. 2005 jointly with USIS 

Prof. Ashis Banerjee, Former Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta 

University, inaugurating the Institute on 3rd Feb 2005 

ó2nd International IPR Conferenceô held on 28-29 

January 2010, at Hotel Lalit Ashoke, Bangalore 

Panel Discussion on óWTO, Hong Kong and Beyondô held 

on 25th January 2006 jointly with USIS, Kolkata 

EDP on óGlobalisationô held on 10th June 2006 in  

collaboration with EEPC, Kolkata 

óInternational IPR Conferenceô held on 8-9 January 2009, 

at Hotel Taj Bengal, Kolkata 

Workshop on óNegotiating Strategies for Doha Round of 

WTOðGeneva & Beyondô held on 17th December 2009 


